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PREFACE

Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb.

Thank to Allah SWT who gives me strength and health to finish my final project report, entitled JOB TRAINING ACTIVITY OF THE NEW GUIDES IN MANGKUNEGARAN PALACE. I am interest in observing job training activity of the new local guides in Puro Mangkunegaran because I want to explain the activities of new local guides in handling tourists in Puro Mangkunegaran. There are several things done by new local guides. I hope this report can be useful for the readers.

Finally, I realize that this final project report is far from perfect. However, i hope that the readers can get knowledge about the job training activity of the new guides discussed in this final project report.

Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb.

Surakarta, July 2014
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ABSTRACT


This final project report is written based on the writer’s experience of his job training from February 1st to February 28th 2013 as a guide of Mangkunegaran Palace. There is only one objective of this final project report, to describe job training activity for the new guides in Mangkunegaran Palace. The writer explores that there are some activities experienced as the new guide.

First, the new guide should listen to the lessons or explanations delivered by the senior guides. After getting the information, the new guides collected more information especially about the history and attractions of the palace and should memorize them within three days. After those phases above were completed, the new guides was asked to escort and to observe the way shown by senior guides when they were handling tourists. In the following days, the head of senior guides decided to let the new guides handle the tourists by themselves without any supervision.

Keywords: Mangkunegaran Palace, the new local guides, the new local guides activities.
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